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North Shore Gas Company 
Proposed general increase in natural gas rates. (tariffs filed 
March 9, 2007). 
 
The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company 
Proposed general increase in natural gas rates. (tariffs filed 
on March 9, 2007). 
 

Notice of Ruling 
 

In a Proposed Stipulation filed on September 18, 2007, Peoples Gas, Light and 
Coke Company, North Shore Gas Company, the Citizens Utility Board and the City of 
Chicago (“the stipulating parties”) have given reason and agree in the following 
premises: 
 

1 The rebuttal testimony of Linda Kallas (North Shore/Peoples Gas Ex. LK-
2.0) and admitted into the record at hearing on September 10, 2007, 
should be amended.  As amended, the above parties agree that the text 
beginning with the words “Mr. Effron” on Line 264, and ending with the 
word “Moreover” on Line 272, will be withdrawn. 

 
2. With respect to the above-withdrawn text, the parties further agree that the 

cross-examination of Ms. Kallas that begins on page 149 at Line 11, and 
concludes on page 167 at Line 4, is to be stricken from the record of 
proceedings for September 10, 2007.  

 
Despite opportunity to be heard, no other party to the proceeding, or Staff, has 

objected to any part of the proposed stipulation.  Given that the stipulation is shown to 
be reasonable and has been freely entered into among the stipulating parties, it is 
accepted by the Administrative Law Judges and made a part of the record.  And, the 
stipulation shall be implemented in the following manner: 
 

a) The “revised” rebuttal testimony of Linda Kallas, owing to the stipulation, 
shall be filed on e-docket.  The cover to this exhibit shall state that “The 
revisions indicated are pursuant to stipulation as accepted by the ALJs’ 
Post-Hearing Ruling on September 25, 2007.  Only this version of NS/PGL 
Ex. LK-2.0 is of record.” 
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b) To alleviate any confusion, the court reporter is directed to revise the 
transcript of proceedings for September 10, 2007, in a way that strikes out 
the portions identified in No. 2 above (but does not change current line 
numbers or pagination).  This revised transcript should be filed within a 
reasonable time. 
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